
5 tips  
to avoid being 
“harpooned” 
during tax 
season

Hackers are harpooning more whales

Hackers are increasingly using social engineering scams to impersonate top executives and
request transfers of funds or confidential employee information, including tax records. These 
whaling attacks have cost businesses over $2.3 billion since 2014 per the FBI. Hackers 
target whales using available public information from company websites, social networks 
and other sources to effectively impersonate executives and target lower level employees in 
their organization.

How can you protect your company from whaling attacks?

Trust, but verify - Any unusual requests to send funds or employee information should be 
confirmed through an alternate communication channel. Criminals can spoof an executive’s
email address, and even their typical communication patterns to surpass spam filters,
employees receiving unusual requests from executives, vendors or business partners should 
always follow up with a phone call to confirm. If it’s that important, the executive will be 
sure to pick up the phone.

Check your website - Corporate websites often include contact information for top executives 
and customer-facing personnel, but too much contact information can help scammers in 
their hunt. Conduct a website audit to ensure contact details for lower level employees, 
especially those in finance, are not available publicly. This can be a big help to thieves trying 
to target the employees most likely to have wire transfer capabilities. 

No W2, no way – Requests for employee tax info are a growing threat that is certain to 
resurface at the beginning of 2017. These whaling attempts are the easiest to prevent. 
There are very few circumstances when a CEO, CFO or other top executive would request 
employee W2 information. Always verify any request like this over the phone to keep your 
employee information safe.
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Charting the right course in today’s 
insurance market is becoming increasingly 
challenging. In 2015, the course charted 
by Beazley enabled the company to grow 
while continuing to generate strong profits 
for shareholders.

Part of our growth derived from new 
products, two of which are referenced 
in our cover illustration. We began 
underwriting satellite insurance in 2014 
and insurance for pleasure craft in 2015.

Profit before income tax 

$284.0m
(2014: $261.9m)

Find out more on page 113

Combined ratio 

87%
(2014: 89%)

Find out more on page 140

Return on equity

19%
(2014: 17%)
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     Trust, but verify
Any unusual requests to send funds or employee information 
should be confirmed through an alternate communication 
channel. Criminals can spoof an executive’s email address, 
and even their typical phrasing. Employees receiving unusual 
requests from executives, vendors or business partners 
should always follow up with a phone call to confirm. If it’s that 
important, they will be sure to pick up the phone.

1

     Check your website 
Corporate websites often include contact information for top 
executives and customer-facing personnel, but too much 
contact information can help scammers target weak links. 
Conduct a website audit to ensure contact details for lower 
level employees, especially those in finance, are not available 
publicly. Thieves target the employees most likely to have wire 
transfer capabilities.

2

     Watch out for “Out of  Band”  
 requests for W-2s
Requests for employee tax information from hackers are a 
growing threat. These harpooning attempts are the easiest 
to prevent. An “out of band” request is a request outside of 
the typical chain of command. There are very few legitimate 
circumstances when a CEO, CFO or other top executive would 
request employee W-2 information from a junior employee.

3 

     Be aware of  urgency 
Scammers are likely to send requests conveying a great sense 
of urgency, hoping that an unsuspecting employee will send 
now, think later. The scammers will make the employee believe 
they will be reprimanded by a high level executive if they do 
not act immediately. Senior leadership should reinforce the 
importance of taking the necessary precautions to  
safeguard information. 

4 

     Don’t enable “social sleuthing”  
Some scammers will take advantage of executives who 
publicly post about their vacations or travel plans on social 
media, and then prey on lower-level employees by sending an 
email requesting highly sensitive employee information or a 
wire transfer to a third-party on their behalf. As a best practice, 
employees of all levels should be careful what they make 
public on social media.
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Beazley, a pioneer in data breach response 
insurance, has helped clients handle over 
5,000 breaches since the launch of  its flagship 
product, Beazley Breach Response, in 2009.

Learn more at beazley.com/bbr


